
Structure
Focus

Relate action Describe details Discuss an idea

Simple Use a strong verb to label the action 
something or someone is doing:


Lightning hit the building with huge 
force.

Focus on what something looks, 
sounds, feels or smells like:


The glow from the fire lit the night 
sky up.

Start sentence with an idea or 
feeling and use a strong verb or is/
was to describe it:


Awe crept over my skin. 
My fear was mixed with awe.

Intro phrase Use an extra information word at the 
start of a the sentence to provide more 
information about how, where or when 
something is happening (see full list 
below):


With a sound like a bomb exploding, 
lightning hit the building.

Use an extra information word at the 
start of a the sentence to provide 
more information about what 
something looks, feels, sounds or 
smells like as it’s happening:


Like a light switch had suddenly 
been turned on, the fire from the 
lightning lit the night sky up.

Use an extra information word at 
the start of a the sentence to 
provide more information about the 
idea or feeling or connecting ideas 
or feelings:


Although I felt fear, I also felt awe.

As fear crept through me, the 
beauty of the fire also drew me to 
it.

Add ons Use extra information words (see full 
list below) , -ing words and commas to 
add more details about actions:


Lightning hit the building with huge 
force, sending timber and iron flying 
everywhere and creating a huge 
plume of spoke.

Use extra information words (see full 
list below) , -ing words and commas 
to add more details about what 
something looks, feels, sounds or 
smells like:


The glow from the fire lit the night 
sky up, making the stars sparkle 
even more brightly.

Use extra information words (see 
full list below) , -ing words and 
commas to add more details about 
the idea or feeling:


The fear crept deep inside me, 
drilling into me veins.
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Quick three:


1. Write three sentences in a row

2. The sentences must follow on from each other and make sense

3. Each sentence must have a different focus

4. Each sentence must use a different structure

Extra information words: To start or add onto a sentence To add onto a sentence

in, within, above, under, over

at

after, before

through, with, by

from, back, near, beyond

for, to

like

and

because

since
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